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NO. 9

Committee Recommends Proposal To President
By MELODY CRAWLEY
The Committee To Study
Judicial Responsibilities
approved a final proposal last
Tuesday. They recommended to
President Henry I. Willett Jr.
that the proposal be implemented
on a trial basis for a one year
period beginning January, 1980.
"I anticipate it will be
approved," stated President
Willett, Wednesday. He said he
had looked through it and would
review it several more times
before his final decision was
made.
Copies of the proposal were
mailed to the Liaison Committee
of the Board of Visitors,
Wednesday. Board members
Eric L.
Robinson, Gay
Kampfmueller, Mrs. J. L.
Davidson, and Mrs. Joshua
Pretlow are expected to return
the proposal with their
comments, this week.
President Willett says he
anticipates "minor changes for
clarification."
The diagram of proposal does
not change the violations handled
by Judicial Board. It does,
however, change the channels of
investigation. Dean Mary A.
Heintz, chairman of the
committee, emphasizes that, "it
is not intended to take the place of
Residence Board."
The new proposal sets up the
judicial system to consist of a
Judicial Board and two
Investigative Committees. The
members of the two committees
will do all the investigations and
the Board members will only
judge the cases.
The committees will consist of
a total of 13 people. Each
committee will be headed by a

coordinator selected by the
committee.
One committee will handle all
Honor Code Violations: lying,
cheating (including plagiarism)

and stealing. This committee will
consist of four students, one
elected from each of the four
classes. Two investigators will
always handle each honor code

Diagram of the Proposal
JUDICIAL BOARD
Members: Chairman, Vice Chairman, Secretary
3 senior representatives
3 junior representatives
3 sophomore representatives
2 freshmen representatives
Subcommittees of the Judicial Board

INVESTIGATIVE COMMIT
TEE FOR HONOR CODE
VIOLATIONS

Areas of Investigative
Responsibility:

Members: 4 students
(one elected from each
of the four classes)

Lying, Cheating (including
Plagiarism) and Stealing

Board advisor will also act in a
consulting position to the
investigators. All investigators
will go through a training
procedure.
The judging part of the Board
will consist of a chairman, vicechairman and secretary, all
elected by the student body;
three senior members, three
junior
members.
three
sophomore members, and two
freshman members, all elected
by their respective classes
Committee members are Dean
Heintz. Dr. T. C. Dalton, Dr. John
Peale, Neil Sullivan, Sally Ix>we,
Cindy Byrd, Wanda Petersen.
Lynn Plageman, Chief Smith,
Keith Moore, Eric Benjamin, and
Jan Bates.

Suggestions Needed
For Name

INVESTIGATIVE COMMITTEE FOR COLLEGE
VIOLATIONS
Members: 6 students
(two elected from each
of the sophomore, junior
and senior classes)
3 Administrative staff
(appointed by the President)

Areas of Investigative
Responsibility:
Student
Investigators:
vandalism, physical
abuse, threats, disruptive conduct, interference with Judicial Board,
repeated and-or serious
violations of college
regulations
Administrative and student
members:
narcotics

Tree's Fate Questioned Again
By JUDI STANLEY
"Tree's Fate Decided"
headlined an article which
appeared in the Rotunda in
September of 1978. Many
students put forth a great deal of
effort to keep the sugar maple
tree on the lot of the new Physical
Education building in September
of last year. Yet, it seems that,
while many want to save the
maple tree, it may die or have to
be removed despite these efforts.
While there is no contract to
have the tree removed, according
to Dr. William Peele, Vice
President for Administration, it
will cost a "considerable amount
of money" to keep the tree alive.
According to three tree
specialists, "if the tree is allowed
to remain on the site, a great deal
of care will be required in the
form of fertilizing, watering, and
probably severe pruning." The
specialists also said that the
tree's chances of survival are
good if there is no further site
disturbance. However, to keep
the tree from sliding down the

violation.
The other committee will
investigate all college violations
handled by the Board:
vandalism, physical abuse,
threats, disruptive conduct,
interference with Judicial Board,
repeated
and-or
serious
violations of college regulations
and narcotics. This committee
will consist of six students, two
elected from each of the
sophomore, junior and senior
classes,
and
three Administrative staff, appointed
by the President. Three people
(two students and one staff
member) if possible, will conduct
searches. Campus Police will
accompany these investigators in
narcotics investigations. The

bank, a retaining wall must be
built which, again according to
the specialists, will give the tree
a less than 45 per cent chance for
survival.
Dr. Peele says that he has been
informed by the architect that the
retaining wall, ground work, and
future care of the tree will cost
"in the neighborhood of $15,000."
He says that they will wait "as
long as possible before making a
decision." He hopes to be able to
wait until the spring to see if the
tree buds and shows signs of life.
"It is just not cost effective to
invest this much money into a
tree which has so little chance for
survival," says Dr. Peele. He
also emphasized that the student
interest has kept us from taking it
down" and perhaps the
interested students will consider
private donations for the
protection and care of the tree.
Dr. David Breil, Chairman of
the
Landscape
Planning
Committee for Longwood, feels
that it is "up to the students and
faculty to express concern" to

As a member of the Longwood
community, your assistance is
needed. The Naming Committee
has been asked to make a
recommendation to the Board of
Visitors of a name for the new
physical education building now
under
construction.
The
Committee
is
requesting
suggestions for consideration
from students, faculty, staff, and
alumni. If you would like to
suggest a name for the
Committee to consider, please
submit the name and any
pertinent information to the
Naming Committee, in care of
Mrs. Nancy B. Shelton, Director
of Alumni Services, Alumni

Office, Second Floor East
Ruffner. Suggestions will be accepted until December 21, when
the College closes for the
remainder of 1979. Although it is
not a College policy, it has been a
precedent that, under normal
circumstances, a building is not
named for anyone currently
employed by the College.
The Naming Committee hopes
each member of the College
community will consider making
a
recommendation.
Any
questions may be directed to any
member of the committee. The
members are Mrs. Kathleen
Cover, Mrs. Gail L. Gilligan,
Willard G. I>eeper, Mrs. Nancy B.
Shelton and Dr. Jo Leslie Sneller

save the sugar maple. Dr. Breil
feels that the tree has given a lot
of pleasure in the past and,
though there will be two oaks and
a dogwood on the site, they will
not contribute as much beauty as
the sugar maple does.
Dr. Breil is, at this time,
developing alternate plans for the
preservation of the tree which he
feels will be "less costly; and
perhaps less destructive than the
current plans. Dr. Breil says, "If
the work for the tree is done with
an honest effort, it should cost
little over $1,000." In discussing
whether the tree was worth
spending the money, Dr. Breil
stated, "Whether or not it's worth
saving is a matter of concern to
the students. If the I/wigwood
College community feels the tree
is worth saving then it's worth the
money." Dr. Breil says that his
opinion as a botanist is that the
tree can be saved.
Both Dr. Peele and Dr. Breil
emphasized that how the students
The long tree stand* after being sawed by students last year. What
feel about saving the maple tree
Ml ,
will
Its fate be now?
° ° * "***»CrMrt**
is important.
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FCC Grants Station
Construction

By GEORGE BENNETT
Longwood College received
word from the Federal
Communication Commission
Tuesday, October 30, that the
college has been granted
permission to start construction
on the campus radio station.
This welcomed news is the
culmination of many years of
hard work by two faculty
members of Longwood. They are
Dr. William Frank, professor of
English and Dr. Patton
Lockwood, Chairman of the
Drama department. For these
two men this announcement is
the beginning of the end of
months of preparation.
The idea for a radio station on
campus started about 10 years
ago but did not start to
Trio, a dance accompanied by Fogelberg and Weisberg, was materialize until the fall of 1976.
among those performed in the Dance Company's Fall Concert. It was At that time, a small group of
choreographed by Vanessa Balrd.
photo by Davio Gott students met and formed the
longwood Radio Association and
actively
petitioned
the
administration for funds to buy
the equipment for the station.
The Administration appointed a
committee to investigate the
matter.
The events that followed
as the dancers used individual seemed to insure that a studentBy JANET REYNOLDS
movement to create their own run radio station would be
And DAVE GATES
unison.
broadcasting in the near future.
A
lively
scene
is
set
in
Iongwood's Company of •Rehearsal Hall" as the dance But the wheels of government are
slow.
Dancers presented its annual
draws
its
energy
from
the
In the beginning of 1977,
Fall Concert this past Thursday,
ragtime
music
and
portrays
the
Ixmgwood
submitted the request
Friday, and Saturday evenings,
light
emotions
found
in
a
November 8,9, and 10, in Jarman
Auditorium. The various portions rehearsal. "Midnight Wind"
of the program were excellent. captured the atmosphere of a
Each segment displayed vast step in life through the rhythm Dates Set For
talent and imagination that are and imagery. Utilizing scarves
welcome in the world of dance. the solo dancer conveyed Miss Longwood
The themes were each special in contrast and yet unison in the
their own ways and provided development of movement. The
By BARBARA BAKER
finale, in which the entire
variety in the program.
This
year's Miss Longwood
company
participated,
The program began with
attempted
"to
capture
the
fun
pageant
will be held on March 15
Quiet Moments," a superb
at
8
p.m.
in Jarman Auditorium.
display of relations of movement and exhilaration of the polka."
The choreographers and Applications are still being
creating a mellow radiance of
dancers
that took part in this accepted and the entrance fee is
soothing gracefulness. The more
year's
Fall
Concert deserve to be $9 per contestant.
lively "Duet for Four" was a
The dates for preliminaries
well
praised
for their talents:
study in alternating pairs."
have
been rescheduled to
Vanessa
Baird,
Karen
Baker,
Assimilation" was uniquely
December
2 and 3. The Poise and
i entered around an unusual hand Vicki Berman, Lorie Blackard,
Interview
competition will be
Cardin,
Mary
motion. The choreography was Elizabeth
held on December 2, and the
quite expressive and was able to Cawthorne, Adrienne Heard,
talent Competition on December
Teresa
Heatwole,
Ellen
Hitt,
grasp the emotions. Working with
3.
The Talent Competition is open
Tracey
Hormuth,
Diane
Hudson,
movement for three dancers,
to
the public. Both preliminaries
Rebecca
Johnson,
Melanie
"Trio" attempted to draw the
will
be held in the Gold Room in
energy from the music into Iowery, Eileen Mathis, Cindy
Lankford.
Morris, Grace Ann Rodgers,
motion.
Anyone interested in applying
Jennifer
Selby, Lola Shartzer,
For This Season" permitted
for
Miss Longwood, please
Terri
Stuart,
and
Kathy
Yonce.
the seasonal imagery in the
contact
Sharon Raunswinder,
The
unity
felt,
the
energy,
and
progressive structure to flow and
Stubbs
222, phone 392-4267.
the
effort
of
each
of
the
members
convey that which is within the
Anyone
interested
in helping with
relationships. "Primitive Co- showed in their performances
the
set
design
for
the pageant,
llage" became a derivation of an and radiated through the vitality
image. Through precise use of of the entire company. The please contact Carey Bell, 308
the elements of the music a concert was an enhancing French, phone 392-6856.
This year's Miss Longwood will
collage was drawn together to evening of the beauty and grace
receive
a $1,000 scholarship, so
found
in
the
performance
of
those
form a unified work. Contrast
remember
to pick an application.
dedicated
to
the
fine
art
of
dance.
was essential to "Permutations"

for a building permit to build a 10
watt FM educational radio
station. The official owners were
specified as the Board of Visitors
at Longwood and Dr. lockwood
as the General Manager. The
station would be student-run.
With money allocated from the
longwood Foundation and the
certification of the availibility of
funds by the Board of Visitors to
supplement the college request, it
seemed that everything was
ready to go.
Unfortunately, the FCC was, at
the time of our request, rewriting
the Communications Act of 1934.
While this was going on, a
moritorium was imposed on all
new station licenses. The
longwood request was caught up
in this red tape.
Dr. Frank, meanwhile, was
clearing the way with the state
organization, the Virginia

Telecommunications
Commission, which coordinates
all telecommunication of state
institutions.
They
sent
consultants to longwood and
appointed a lawyer to help clear
the way for our request.
The radio station (if our
request is cleared) will be called
WWLC-FM and will have an
assigned frequency of 93.1
megahertz. The transmitter and
studios will be located on 3rd floor
Jarman with the antenna located
on top of Jarman. The Longwood
Radio Association will be
meeting in the next few weeks to
hold an informational meeting.
Anyone interested in working
with the new radio station should
watch the daily bulletin for
information.
With luck, longwood College
will be "on the air" by the spring
of next year.

Dance Co. Displays

Dance For Those Who

Talent And Imagination

Can't

Fawcett'g Summer Research
Includes Uranium 238
By CINDY CUMINS
Dr. Louis F. Fawcett,
Associate Professor of Physics at
longwood, met this summer with
nuclear scientists from eight
countries at an International
Conference on Nuclear Cross
Sections for Technology.
Chosen to be a member of the
Faculty Research Program
funded by the Department of
Energy, Dr. Fawcett's research
studies in "Measurements of the
Fast Neutron Capture Cross
Section of Uranium 238" provided
for him what he describes as "the
most concentrated research
effort that I have experienced."
The studies, which focused

upon the relative importance of
Uranium 238 as an influential
factor in the development of
future forms of nuclear power,
were of particular interest to
Fawcett whose doctoral work
concentrated upon related
nuclear studies.
"It gave me an opportunity to
catch up and become aware of
the latest techniques used to
determine cross sections," said
Dr. Fawcett, who added,"...it
was a feeling of elation to have ar
opportunity to be associated with
those on the cutting edge of
nuclear research."
Working a rigorous schedule
(Continued on Page 8)

By DEBRA CUNNINGHAM
The Muscular Dystrophy
Superdance will begin March 7 at
7 p.m. and end March 8 at 3 p.m.
That date seems far off but there
is a lot of planning and
preparation that needs to be
accomplished. The goal for
Longwood College is $6,000.
There is approximately 2 million
dollars raised each year for
Muscular Dystrophy from
colleges alone.
We should like to make this a
school-wide effort. There are
many different committees that
still need many more members to
help carry some of the
responsibilities. They are:
Finance, Publicity, Special
Events,
Registration,
Refreshments, Facility (first a;d,
setting up and decorations), and

Correspondance Committees.
The word Superdance implies
that the dance-a-thon is for the
purpose of Muscular Dystrophy.
This word also unites all of the
colleges that are participating in
raising funds for this worthwhile
charity. The theme for the dancea-thon this year is "Ain't No
Stopping Us Now," and there's no
use trying because the results of
this project will help to bring the
cure of Muscular Dystrophy out
of the abstracts and make it a
reality. The dance-a-thon is a
worthwhile event that might help
to make some people's lives a
little happier. We can do it with
your support!!!
If you are interested in serving
on one of the above committees
contact Michelle Smith at 3925402 or Carolyn McDaniel at 3926920.

Daily Lecture

Patrick Henry Portraits
Scarce
Shrine at Red Hill in Brookneal,
By KIM CAVE
On Wednesday, November 7, Virginia, presented the lecture
the Art Department of longwood before a small group in Bedford
and the Virginia Museum Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
Daily centered his lecture
sponsored a lecture and film
presentation on the portraits of around the scarcity of portraits of
Patrick Henry. Patrick Daily, Patrick Henry, and also
(Continued on Page 8)
director of the Patrick Henry

College News Glimpses
Oktoberfest attendance has been estimated at 5400 people. It was observed that there
seemed to be an increase in local attendance.
The college community is cutting back in fuel and electrical cost an estimated ten to
twelve thousand dollars over Christmas break this year. The campus will be almost completely closed down from December 22-January 2 as an energy saving measure. Several
departments, such as the Power plant and Campus Police will remain open.
Point of Clarification: The figure of 2,200 students used in the Athletic budget in last
week's Rotunda was termed an educational guess by Dr. T.C. Dalton. In explaining the
difference between that figure and this semester's actual enrollment figure of 2,442 he said
that the budget figure was an average. He also added that first semester enrollment is
always larger than second semester.
Phi Beta Lambda is sponsoring John McCanless of Citizen's Savings and loan as guest
speaker November 15, at 7:30 p.m. He will speak on current interest rates and their effect on
the economy.

Count Baise Brings Jazz
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To Jarman
From PUBLIC AFFAIRS
The performing Arts Series will
present "The Most Explosive
Force in Jazz," with Count Basie

and his orchestra, on Friday,
November 16, at 8 p.m. in
Jarman Auditorium.

SNA Goes Jazz
By DONNA HASKY
Continuing in the established
tradition of providing first-class
entertainment in an informal
atmosphere for the college
community, the Saturday Night
Alive program on November 17
will feature Tim Eyermann and
East Coast Offering.
For those who are unfamiliar
with the name, Tim Eyermann
and East Coast Offering are
considered
by
many
professionals to be one of the
hottest jazz ensembles around.

Under Eyermann's direction, the
group combines guitar, drums,
percussion, keyboards and
electric bass into a jazz
performance "par excellence."
Eyermann handles the reeds and
the woodwinds with an ease born
of natural talent and years of
training and practice with such
professionals as Delia Reese,
Clark Terry and Count Basie.
The program will begin at 8:30
p.m. in the lower dining hall.
Admission is $1.50 for Longwood
students (with I.D.) and $2.50 for
guests.

Count Basie has led a big band
continuously for four decades and
has gained a global reputation for
his "undying allegiance to the
beat."
The band was born in 1935 in
Kansas City. Since that time, the
Count and his orchestra have
headlined Jazz festivals all over
the world, playing at the
inaugural ball for President John
F. Kennedy, given a command
performance for Queen Elizabeth
of England, appeared in concert
with Sammy Davis, Jr., Frank
Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, Tom
Jones, and many others.
Ixmgwood College students are
free. Tickets may be picked up in
the S-UN office this week. They
may not be available at the door.

Tafara To
Perform
By DORIS DODSON
Wesley's
program
on
Wednesday, November 14 at 6:45
p.m. will be given by Tafara, a
folk group from the Baptist
Student Union. "Tafara" is an
African word meaning "We are
happy." This happiness is
evident as the group travels all
over Virginia performing their
various musical selections.
This group consists of ten
dynamic people who are willing
to share their happiness with us
here at Longwood. They will sing
selections and then lead some
group singing.
Everyone is invited to come to
this, or any of the Wesley
Foundation programs. The
student center is located on High
Street across from French
dormitory.

Tim Eyerman and East Coast offering will perform Nov. 17.

Cranston Brings
Unique Sound
By GEORGE BENNETT
If anything was lacking, it was
S-UN presented the Lamont the absence of a solid horn
Cranston Band last Wednesday section.
night in the Lower Dining Hall.
It was unfortunate that there
Despite a small turnout, it was was such a small crowd for this
a good night to enjoy a type of performance. The S-UN was
music that is becoming a strong trying a new programming idea
force in music today. The I^amont of having bands play here at
Cranston Band played a good Longwood during the week
mixture of blues and jazz tunes instead of just on the week ends.
that gave SNA a unique sound. But the people that did come to
Backed up by hard, driving lead the Saturday Night Alive this
and bass guitars, the songs Wednesday enjoyed a great band
punched out to the excited crowd. and had a good time.

In Recital
Betsy Duncan and Peggy
Roettger will present a junior
recital on Tuesday, November 20,
at 8 p.m. in the Molnar Recital
Hall (Wygal Building). Miss
Duncan will play piano
compositions by
Purcell,
Schumann, Dello Joiol and
Bartok. She will also perform one
original composition. Miss
Roettger will play trumpet
compositions by Goltemann,
Tartini, Buononcini, Balay and
Purcell. Larry Smith, pianist and
organist, will accompany these
trumpet solos.
Betsy Duncan of Farmville is a
piano student of Dr. Robert
Blasch. She is a past president
and the present accompanist of
the Wesley Foundation Choir.
Her musical activities include
membership in the Longwood
Concert Choir, Camerata Singers
and the Farmville United
Methodist Church Choir.
Peggy
Roettger,
of
Chesterfield, is a trumpet student
of Douglas Kilpatrick. She is the
state president of the Student
Chapters of Virginia Music
Educators Association and the
corresponding secretary of the
Longwood chapter of the music
honor society Sigma Alpha Iota.
Her other musical memberships
include the Longwood Concert
Band, Camerata Singers, and the
Fellowship
of
Christian
Musicians.
The public is cordially invited
to attend this recital and the
reception following it in the
Green Room of Wygal Building.

Count Basie pledges allegiance to the beat.

Diamond Lectures
Tonight
A
positive,
grassroots "enslaved by energy and those
approach to the twin problems of who supply it—and how we can
escalating energy costs and the take back control."
deteriorating environment will
He discusses the interbe presented by Stuart Diamond relationship between environin a lecture on Tuesday, ment, energy, economics,
November 13, at 8 p.m. in Wygal health and lifestyles. The solar
Auditorium.
energy movement and other
Diamond is the environment alternate forms of energy,
and energy writer for the Long conservation of water and
Island (N.Y.) newspaper, energy, waste disposal and
Newsday. His stories have recycling, and biological pest
appeared in most of the nation's control will also be discussed.
major
newspapers.
A
Diamond presents innovative
professional journalist for ten ideas and solutions, which
years, he has won several awards concrete plans of action for
for his reporting and has been individuals and communities,
nominated for a Pulitzer Prize. such as organizing collectives,
He is the co-author of the book, guerrilla tactics for apartment
"It's In Your Power," which dwellers, and a variety of
Stewart Udall, former U.S. methods to force polluters to
Secretary of the Interior, called clean up.
the best non-technical energy
Diamond's
lecture
at
book he has ever read.
IiOngwood is sponsored by the
In his lectures, Diamond shows Student Union. The admission fee
how Americans have become is $1.00 per person.

White's Music Expressive
By DONNA HASKY
What type of music does Josh
White Jr. sing? Well, one can use
the lables of "folk" or "rock" or
even "gospel" to describe the
sound. But, the music is more
than a sound, it's an expression of
the whole man.
"I sing because that is an
expression of my soul. When I'm
on stage, I feel I'm totally in
control of the situation, but when
I come off the stage, I'm

vulnerable, like anyone else. I not
only sing for me, but I sing for a
lot of other people who feel the
same way I do," says White.
Now touring the United States,
White recently finished a tour of
eleven European countries. His
performance at IiOngwood will be
on Sunday, November 18, at 8
p.m. in the Gold Room of
Lankford.
The Student Union is providing
free Pepsi and there is no
admission charge for the concert.

Jot h White wffl perform variety tt —h frwa rack to gocptl
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Dear Editors,
In your last issue of
The Rotunda, one of the colleges'
newest organizations was all but
overlooked concerning
Oktoberfest activities. The
Longwood
College
Jazz
Ensemble has just been formed
in the past year and is now
showing its' first signs of success.
The members and director have
all worked long hard hours to get
the jazz ensemble started and to
keep it going. In your issue, the
concert choir received mention
as to soloists, dancers, narrators,
etc. to most of their selections
while the jazz ensemble was only
mentioned as to the pieces
performed and a very brief
statement from the director and
with no mention of soloists or the
fact that we are a new group and
are still in need of more
performers. Being a Ixmgwood
ensemble for numerous years,
the concert choir hardly needs to
be publicized as such to gain new
members. The jazz ensemble,
however, is still growing and
needs the support of The Rotunda
and other campus organizations.
We are still an experimental
group and without your support
we could very ewsily lose
members and subsequently, lose
the group as a whole. We hope
that in future articles, you will
not fail to recognize us as a
professional ensemble here on
campus.
Yours truly,
The members of the
I .ongwood College
Jazz Ensemble

Dining Hull Poll
Dear Editor,
Sunday, November 11th, as
students came to the Dining Hall,
some of them were handed
ballots and were asked to mark
whether they wanted buffet style
or family seating for Sunday
lunch. I noticed, however, that
some students came in with the
slips of paper, and some did not.
Some of the students turned them
in as they left and some left them
on the tables after they had
eaten. I feel that this opinion poll
voting style could have been held
in a much more organized
fashion, and should have been
presented in such a way that—
(1) All of the students could
have been able to vote,
12) the poll should have been
carried out by one particular
organization to assure fair
voting,
(3) The student body should
have been presented with this
poll on a week day when all
students were at school, and NOT
at home for the week end!
"A Concerned Waitress"

■ Se u io r Sp o t //#h f—

Chemistry Major Enjoys
Involvement
By SHARONJANOVICH
"It is so much fun being
involved," said this week's
Senior Spotlight, Robin Young,

•Editor's Turn-
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The Judicial Board Reconstruction proposal lies in the hands of the
President. That statement is both literally and figuratively meant. The
committee turned it over to him last Wednesday and he has promised a decision
this week . . . today might even be the day. He awaits the comments of Board
Members Robinson, Kampfmueller, Davidson and Pretlow before making his
final decision.
Many outcomes depend on this one decision. Major-Minor elections is the
first one. As of now, there is a great need for students to run for Judicial Board
offices. It seems that Major-Minor elections essentially depends on President
Willett passing this proposal as far as Judicial Board is concerned. And even
with its passage, there still could be a possible delay until December to allow a
major campaign to explain the new procedures to you, the student body.
There are actually three major changes that we take place in the structure.
Under the new proposal the Judicial Board members will not do any of the
investigating. They will only judge the cases. There will be 14 members sitting in
judgment.
All of the investigating will be done by two subcommittees of Judicial Board:
one for honor code violations and the other for college violations. There will be a
total of 13 people on this committee. Three of these will be Administrative staff.
This provides the first infiltration of administration into the Boards. There have
been many questions raised about this and we are sure there will be more.
However, we must look at the committee's (made up mostly of students) purpose
for asking that they be on the investigative part of the Board. They will only be a
part of the College Violations Committee which, among other things, will
investigate narcotics cases. One of the three will accompany two students on
these investigations.
In considering the administrators, we must consider that most Virginia
colleges already have administrators taking over their Judicial Board on Honor
Council. At a recent Peaks of Otter Conference that three Longwood students
attended, we learned that most colleges have at least a one to one ratio of
students to administrators in their judging board. In the new proposal, the
administrators will only serve an investigative purpose and possibly even a
safety one.
The last major change is the number of students who must become a part of
the Board. As the proposal is now set up, Judicial Board will need 24 student to
make it run effectively and efficently.
President Willett says he sees no problem in it passing. If it does, it will be
put into effect on a trial basis starting in January for one year. Whether it works
or not is all up to us, the students.
MCC

"but you have to find a happy
medium between studying and
extra-curricular activities."
Robin went on to say, "I've
learned to budget my time,
because you can't be a person
who is all studies and no
activities!" She is involved in the
Lynchnos Society, Chemistry
Club, Alpha Sigma Tau social
sorority, Student Activity Fees
Committee, Oktoberfest Klown,
Alpha lambda Delta, and in
Orientation, as a colleague,
student assistant, and an
Orientation Leader. Robin
mostly enjoyed Orientation due
to being able to return early and
meet all of the Freshmen.
"When I first came to
Ixmgwood, I was a pre-nursing
major, but Mr. Novak, who is no
longer here, taught me my
general Chemistry Class, and he
helped me decide that I'd like to
change my major only to
Chemistry. He was the biggest
influence on me academically,
and although he is no longer here,
we do keep in touch. He helped
me to decide that after I
graduate, I'd like to go to
graduate school and eventually
work in an industry with my
major." Robin went on to say
"I'd like to be remembered by
people in my department, as a
person striving to better the
department. We are trying to
involve more people, and
improve everything about being
a chemistry major. If I could
change one thing about
I-ongwood, however, I'd change
the reputation that we have about
being a teachers' college. People
look at me so unusually when I
say that I won't be teaching
Chemistry. All in all, though, I've
been very pleased with my years
at Longwood, but soon, hopefully
I'll be in graduate school and then
on to some type of industrial
work!"
The best of luck is wished for
Robin Young in all of her future
endeavors as a May 1980
Longwood College Graduate!

Morality Views Diverse
By MARY GRANT, JODI
KERSEY, GEORGE BENNETT,
and LISA HUGHES
Dr John S. Peale was the first
speaker for the seminar on
sexual morality held on
Saturday, November 10, at 9 in
the Lankford Red-White-Green
rooms. The seminar was
sponsored by the Longwood
College Foundation, Inc.
Dr. Peale, Associate Professor
of Philosophy at Ixmgwood
College, spoke on "The Search
For Ethical Principles In Sexual
Morality".
The
audience
appreciated
Dr.
Peele's
humorous comments as he
explained "how to make
intelligent decisions about sexual
morality" from the perspective
of philosophy.
He began by explaining that the
question of ethic deals with how
we decide what is the right or
wrong thing to do on any given
specific situation.
Dr. Peale explained that people
look for a pattern of ethical
reasoning about moral problems
and a process of ethical
justification of moral judgements
and that moral judgements are
based on the philosophical quest
for principles.
The pattern of ethical
reasoning that a person may
choose to follow is dependent
upon their values, interests, laws
and religion. It is also dependent
on the definition of such terms as
•obscenity"
and
what
determines when a fetus is a
person. Personal private feelings
are set aside in the situation. We
guide our behavior according to
what we determine the relevant
ethical principles are. We
determine "what it would mean
to apply our chosen principles in
the situation, e.g. the effects in
both the long and short runs, the
motives or internal states of the
agents in the situation, the
question as to who benefits and to
what degree and what effects
would have to be lived with if
strict egalitarian justice were
applied". We develop a priority
for these principles. "We then
apply the relevant ethical
principles, making a reasoned
ethical judgement." Personal
feelings are then again tested;
these feelings move us to act.
Through this process we can
ethically
justify
moral
judgements, and "we now do
what we ought to do".
Dr. Jerry Cardwell, associate
professor
of
Sociology,
Feature Series:

contributed to the day's lectures
by speaking on "Religious
Commitment, Premarital Sexual
Permissiveness and Changing
Attitudes Towards Induced
Therapeutic Abortion." Dr.
Cardwell began his lecture by
introducing the main concepts of
the science of Sociology and how
they relate to and explain social
behavior. It is believed in the
realm of Sociology that humans
do not respond directly to the
empirical world, but through
identifiable rariables or symbols.
Because of this constructed
reality which consists of an
underlying order of one's
physical and social world,
sociologists can recognize these
rariables and can, therefore,
predict human behavior. Dr.
Cardwell focused his lecture on
the theory of symbolic
interactionism, which is just one
of many theories of human
behavior within Sociology.
Dr. Cardwell explained that
sexual morality varies within
different societies, but that in any
society where there is religion
there are always three conditions
present within the society that
causes man frustration. These
are three conditions which the
church is supposed to help man
deal with, but is failing. The three
conditions which were developed
by Thomas O'Dea are:
uncertainty, scarcity and
powerlessness. These three
antagonistic forces against man
propose great problems for the
survival of man and, also, for the
survival of the institution of
religion. Dr. Cardwell believes
that we are beginning to witness
a breakdown in the church
because it is not capable of
changing with the rapid changes
in society. The institution of
religion cannot change its basic
eternal truths to accommodate
the everchanging society. An
example was given which
exemplifies the influence of
religious commitment with
premarital sexual
permissiveness and the attitudes
towards induced therapeutic
abortion. In their research,
sociologists have found that the
higher the church attendance of
an individual, the more an
individual is opposed to
premarital sex and abortion.
However, Dr. Cardwell added
that this example is only true
when applied to females. Male
attendance at church did not
necessarily promote an attitude
against premarital sex.

By DEBRA CUNNINGHAM
Chairman and Vice-Chairman
are the Major offices of the
I>egislative Board. The Minor
offices of the Legislative Board
are: Corresponding Secretary,
Recording Secretary and
Treasurer.
The Legislative Board oversees
all phases of student life. The
Chairman of the Legislative
Board has the responsibility of
interacting
with
the
administration and students, and
also to coordinate with the other
two boards, Judicial and
Residence, so they all are unified.
The Chairman of the Legislative
Board also has the job of keeping
open communications with the
students more than the other two
boards. The members of the
Legislative
Board
make
regulations and discuss key
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Dr. Cardwell further developed
this process by explaining that
human behavior is influenced
from birth through socialization
References to any inherent
aspect such as a soul, a spirit, or
instincts are not recognized by
the science of sociology.
Sociological predictions
concerning
religious
commitment and sexual morality
can be done because as
individuals live and function in
the social and cultural world
adhering to certain patterns of
behavior, sociologists can then
compose and predict patterns for
behavior. Individuals behave
according to their socialization
which varies as societies vary.
As the third lecture of the
Sexual Morality Seminar, Dr.
James W. Jordan presented
"Some Functions of Sexual
Dr. Jordan of the Sociology and Anthropology Department
Mores in the Organizations of
conducted part of the Sexual Morality clinic, Saturday.
(Continued on Page 8)

-.•V-TT7'
Photo by David Goft

Research Determines Reputation

ByDOUGSTROBEL
Longwood College did a market
research survev in 1975, and
performed its most recent survey
this past spring. The 1979 survey
was coordinated by J. J. Mitchell
who is the director of Public
Affairs here. The results were
tabulated by Thomas and Chuck
Cole who are Longwood business
majors.
The research was done by
mailing out questionnaires to
various groups who are familiar
with the college. Those
questioned included current and
prospective students, parents,
guidance counselors, alumni
representatives in the Farmville
area, along with faculty and
administrative staff members.
The questionnaires were
designed with the purpose of
determining how these various
segments of the Longwood
affiliated groups felt about the
college on various topics. The
information acquired will be used
in designing recruiting materials
to be used during 1980-1982.
Many interesting and helpful
insights were found during this
survey. One set of answers that
had not changed since the 1975
survey were those of high school
students questioned about what is
important when choosing a college. Fields of study and cost were
still the most important items to
be weighed when selecting a
college. Friends were still the
most influential group upon
students when choosing a college.
In the 1979 survey Longwood
received a 73 per cent favorable
impression of the college as
compared to 43 per cent in 1975.
The negative response dropped
from 9 per cent to 2 per cent.
Another area of questioning
indicated that Ixmgwood had a
problems involving the welfare of much greater number of people
the
student
body.
The who knew that Longwood is
Chairman of the Legislative coeducational as well as being
Board is also the President of the state supported.
student body.
Guidance counselors around
The main functions of the Vice- the state were asked of their
President of the. Legislative impressions of Longwood as well.
Board are to serve on the Students' Ninety-six per cent felt that the
Activity Fee Committee, and college's admission materials
serving on the Appeals were effective. However, in the
Committee. The Vice-Chairman area of minority recruitment
must also fill any vacancies that appeal, Longwood could only
occur on any of the college manage a 33 per cent approval
committees.
rating. Counselors indicated that
The Chairman of Orientation 80 per cent of their students had
must remain on campus an interest in Longwood. A
throughout the summer. She is majority of counselors selected
responsible for setting up all the the wide range of offerings at
orientation programs for Longwood as the
most
Freshmen and transfers in the outstanding feature of the
Fall and Spring. She also serves college, with cost and academic
on Appeals Committee and is reputation coming next.
Parliamentarian
for
the
Only 25 per cent of Longwood's
Legislative Board.
current students felt that the

Legislative Board And
Chairman Of Orientation
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social life here was of a good
quality as compared to 20 per
cent in 1975. There was a significant
increase
in
the
dissatisfaction with Ixmgwood's
social regulation from 21 per cent
in 1975 to 48 per cent in 1979.
Of those alumni polled, 58 per
cent stated that they were
currently working in a field
related to their major. A great
majority of the alumni polled
said that the education they
received at Longwood was
excellent or above average.
Eighty-six per cent would
encourage a prospective student
to attend Ixmgwood College
because of the academic
programs and traditions at the

college.
Faculty members felt that
Ixmgwood offered a high degree
of personalization, which adds to
a student's education. A strong
feeling of academic strength and
a
close
faculty-student
relationship adds to the college's
appeal.
The strength of the survey for
IxHigwood is that the college has
penetrated the market place to a
much higher degree since 1975.
Most importantly, Mitchell feels
that longwood has experienced a
sizable increase in the number
of students who have a favorable
impression of Ixmgwood in 1979
as compared to the 1975 figures."

The Magic Of Circle K
By SHARON JANOVICH
Were you in Key Club or
Keyettes? Do you want to be
involved in social activities as
well as service ones? The
International Circle K Club has
sent a representative to organize
a Circle K chapter at Longwood!
Circle K has chapters
internationally, with some of the
closest chapter to Longwood,
being Virginia Tech, Mary
Washington College, University
of Richmond and ODU.
Circle K is designed to continue
its dedication to the betterment of
the surrounding world, carrying
on from Key Club and Keyettes in
high school, to Circle K, and
finally, to the Kiwanis
organization. Circle K chapters
sponsor activities such as painta-thons, tennis clinics, talent
shows, "chapter-night parties,"
and a district party, which will be

held on Saturday, November 17,
in Richmond.
The district party would be an
excellent way for Longwood
students interested in organizing
a Circle K, to get together and
observe exactly what the Circle K
Club stems from and consists of
Circle K has a magazine
published five times a year, and
numerous district as well as
larger group gatherings to allow
each Circle K member to meet
other group members.
An organizational meeting will
be held here at Ixmgwood on
Tuesday night, Nov. 13. Watch
the bulletin for more details to
learn how "Taking action for the
betterment of the world around
us is what Circle K is all about
The world's largest college
service invites you to join in the
friendship and sense of
accomplishment that can be had
from your school's club!"

Fall Concert Music Varied
By SHARON JANOVICH
The Fall Concert featuring the
Camerata Singers, Concert Choir
and the Chamber Ensemble was
held at 4 p.m. on Sunday,
November 11. The program
began with the Chamber
Ensemble performing "Prelude
and Air" by Henry Purcell, "Two
Moods" by Georg P. Telemann,
and Menuetto by Georg Lickl.
The ensemble was followed by
the Concert Choir singing "The
King and I": a melody by
Richard Rodgers with Concert
Choir President, Rene Rowland,
conducting. The Cameratas then
proceeded with "Followers of the
Lamb" Shaker Tune. "Shaffe in

mir, Gott, ein reinlterz" by
Brahms, Nun danket alle Gott by
Pachebel, with Thomas Sullivan
and Peggy Roettger on trumpet,
and Michael Robinette and Peter
Tideman on Trombone. "Dixit"
by Mozart, "Christus Factusest"
by Bruckner, "Ching-a-RingChaw" by Aaron Copland then
followed. The last selection for
this year's Fall Concert was one
of the program highlights. "I
Bought Me a Cat" a numerous
selection written by Aaron
Copland was performed, bringing
the 1979 Fall Concert to a
successful end!
The music department's
Christmas Concert will be
December 2.
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Spikers Fourth In Tournament
final round of regular season
play. The Lancers defeated the
Longwood was one of 12
University of- Virginia 13-15, 15-6,
volleyball teams in the VAIAW
Roanoke 15-2, 15-6, and Mary
Division III State Tournament
Washington 16-14, 10-15, 15-7, but
Friday and Saturday at Emory
lost to Lynchburg 15-9,12-15,15-6,
and Henry. The participants
Louisburg 15-6, 15-11, and UNCwere divided into three pools for
Greensboro 15-2, 18-5.
opening round play Friday. The
The two senior co-captains,
top two teams from each pool
Meg Cook and Cindy Thomas
began single elimination play
were named to the AllSaturday morning with the state
Tournament Team. There were
finals slated for 1:00 in the
two out of seven players picked
LC Rugby players battle against HSC.
afternoon.
for this honor. "Both had a super
Photo bv Jodl Ollfctrl
Coach
Callaway
felt
tournament," according to Coach
Lynchburg, Radford and Mary
Calloway.
Washington would be her team's
Callaway guided Longwood to a
main competition in the state
fourth place in last year's small
tourney. The Lancers lost to
college
state
volleyball
Radford and Lynchburg during
tournament. After sending her
the regular season, but defeated
team up against some tough
Mary Washington.
Division I and II competition
and 20 minutes, respectively. At
Galloway's prediction was
By THOM HANDS
during the regular season, the
Last Thursday afternoon at the the halftone the score was 9-0.
correct, as the Lancers faced
coach had hoped the experience
The second half showed a more
Lynchburg and Mary Washington
gained would pay off in the Campus School, a crowd of over
aggressive
Longwood
in the tournament. Yet, the tables
150
enthusiastic
Longwood
Division III tourney this past
team.
An
unlucky
break for
were turned from the previous
students
watched
as
the
week end.
Longwood
occurred
eight
meetings.
Longwood Rugby Club was
minutes
into
the
second
half
when
assumedly
defeated
by
Chris
Poe's
field
goal
attempt
Hampden-Sydney in an awesome
15-4 game. Due to the loss of bounced off the right post. Jeff
tempers and a few fights, the Wall quickly scored a four point
game was called by the official try on a 25 yard run, but it wasn't
twenty minutes into the second enough to stop Hampden-Sydney.
half. Both teams were asked to They scored two more field goals,
making the score of I>ongwood's
forfeit because of the fighting.
they have to iron out some
The first half was purely last home game 15-4, but the
and a winning one at that.
By DEBIKINZKL
According to Coach Ruth Budd, wobbles on beam, stumbling on dominated by Hampden-Sydney. official final outcome was a
The LC gymnastics team
double forfeit.
performed last Monday night and they basically did a good job and floor, falls on bars and sticking They scored field goals at five, 16,
those
landings
on
vaulting.
proved to themselves as well as even though it is still too early to
However, the real test will be
to the spectators, that they are tell, their season should prove to
when
the team travels to Georgia
just about ready for their season, be a successful one. She also said
this week end for their first meet
.
i:.
« i
i
on Saturday, November 17.
Another comment that Coach
Budd made was the fact that the
From SPORTS INFORMATION
gym was the packed "full
The final week of the regular I-ancers ended their season with
house." she was really pleased
with spectator support and feels season was a rough one for the a 4-10-1 mark.
In reflecting on the season
booters.
Team
this enthusiasm by the crowd Longwood
coach
Rich Posipanko said the
member
Steve
Nelson
helped the girls to perform
Lancers
made some strides.
(Charlottesville)
was
killed
in
an
better.
"It
was
an up and down year,"
automobile
accident
October
24.
The gymnastics exhibition was
said
the
coach,
"but we improved
The
team
wore
black
arm
bands
definitely "a good experience",
greatly
toward
the end of the
in
his
honor
in
their
final
two
but more important, it was the
season.
Considering
last year's
regular season contests.
mark of an optimistic season.
record
(0-14),
I'd
say
we've
come
Wednesday, Longwood visited
a
long
way."
Richmond and came away with a
leading point producer for
4-1 defeat. Jerry Gilleland
(Mechanicsville) scored his longwood was sophomore Ken
second goal of the season to avert Gebbie (Virginia Beach) who had
a shutout. Longwood faced rival three goals and an assist.
By SUSAN TOWLER
Hampden-Sydney Sunday. Freshman Joe Parker (Hatboro,
The IAA has a lot of activities Playing before a large crowd at Pa.) had two goals and an assist.
Karen Mazzonna executes a split on the balance beam.
planned
for
November. the Tiger field, the Lancers
Freshman Gustavo Leal
Photo by Moke Cyme
Intramural bowling, volleyball, dropped a tough 1-0 decision.
(Rockville, Md.), junior Jerry
and billards are coming up soon.
Each team had 26 shots in the Gilleland and senior captain
Bowling starts on Wednesday, intensely played game, but Dave Yerkes (Winchester) had
November 7. Volleyball starts Hampden-Sydney prevented two goals apiece.
forward Peggy Smith out of West Thursday, November 15. Entry Iiongwood from cashing in on
Junior goalie Rob Welsh (Falls
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
blanks can be picked up outside several
Virginia.
excellent
scoring Church) finished the season with
How do Virginia women's
The only other Virginia team Miss Calloway's office in Tabb opportunities. A goal by Tiger 174 saves and a 2.36 goal against
basketball programs rank mentioned in Women's Sports basement Tuesday, November 6. Randy Randolph in the first half average. He averaged nearly 12
nationally? Very well, according was University of Virginia. Even They are due on Tuesday, spelled the difference as the saves per contest.
to Women's Sports Magazine.
though they were not ranked in November 13.
Old Dominion, the 1979 A1AW the Top Ten, the I^ady Cavaliers
Billards entry blanks can be
basketball Division I national got two top recruits to add to their picked up November 12 and are
champions, head the top ten picks line up.
due on November 19. All
by Women's Sports. The Lady
U.Va. coach Debbie F 'an was dormitories, sororities, and
Monarchs have an excellent able to add Pennsylvanians fraternities are encouraged to
chance of capturing the title Chrissy Reese, a 6'1" forward, participate in these activities.
again this year as all five starters and highly recruited 5'10" guardWith the fall semester coming
have returned.
to
the end, the IAA is getting
forward Jill McKone. A
Nancy Lieberman, 1979 Player teammate of Reese's, Colleen ready for a good spring semester.
of the Year, heads the list of Old McShalley will also join the Starting in the spring, the IAA
Dominion's returnees, along with Cavalier roster.
will have new officers and dorm
NOW COME AND ENJOY
6'5" center Inge Nissen.
Ranked second in the poll is representatives. The intramural
As if their five starters won't be Louisiana Tech, the 1979 runner- program, in addition to needing
OUR NEW SPECIALTIES OF THE HOUSE
enough, Old Dominion has up. They were the first team to officers and representatives to
acquired two of the top 20 recruits match ODU's Nissen in height. run its organization, needs the
in the country. Anne Donovan, a Elinor Griffith gave Nissen a support of the student body.
Small Salad
Small Deluxe Salad
6*8" freshman from Paramus, hard time at the nationals last Every activity the IAA runs
Large Deluxe Salad
Large Salad
N.J., can step in for Nissen, year. When the two teams meet needs managers, officials, and
Spaghetti w/Mushroom
Spaghetti w/Tomato Sauce
giving the team additional in the Manufacturers Hanover people to help with equipment.
Sauce
Spaghetti w/ Meat Sauce
height.
Christmas Classic at Madison Students are encouraged to help
Spaghetti
w/MeatbaNs
Spaghetti
Carini
(Baked
with
Beth Wilkerson, a 5'10" Square Garden, she will probably the IAA in any of these ways.
Spaghetti
w/ltaian Sausage
Cheeses
and
Meat
Sauce)
freshman from Paris, Kentucky, do so again. Tech adds to their Students are also encouraged to
will be playing both guard and roster Junior college transfer attend IAA meetings, held every
Baked Lasagna (with Cheese and Meat Sauce)
forward. Yet, this Top-20 selectee Janice Mulford who can also look Thursday night at 6:30 p.m. in the
Baked Manteorti (Stuffed with Cheese)
may only see limited action if a Nissen in the eye.
IAA room in Lankford. New ideas
Baited CaneeM (Stuffed with Meal)
summer knee Injury plagues her.
The other top ranked teams and suggestions are always
Sausage and Peppers
Two other recruits who may are, in order, Stephen F. Austin, welcome.
Meat Bel and Peppers
make their marks at ODU are North Carolina State, Tennessee
Remember, the IAA needs you
5'10" pwrd Norecfl Kemether Tech, Penn State, Rutgers, and to do its work. Please come out
404 South Moin St., Farmvilk, Vo., 392-3135
from Pennsylvanto and 6' Long Beach State.
and give us a helping hand.
On Friday, the Lancers ended
with a 3-0 record defeating
Hollins 15-12, 15-10, Eastern
Mennonite College 15-8, 11-15, 152, and Roanoke 15-2, 15-7.
Saturday Longwood first met
Lynchburg. After bowing to them
8-15 in the first game, the Lancers
narrowly came back 16-14 in the
second game and came full force
in the final game 15-0.
Next
they
met
Mary
Washington and lost 8-15, 3-15,
which sent Longwood to vie with
Emory and Henry for third of
fourth place. In the second game
against Mary Washington, Cindy
Thomas dislocated her thumb.
This was the only injury for
Ixmgwood.
longwood ended up fourth in
the state after dropping to Emory
and Henry, 13-15, 6-15.
The championship was won by
Mary Washington. Bridgewater
came in second place.
Longwood had a 3-3 week in its

Double Forfeit In
Rugby

Gymnastics Exhibition: A
Real Success

Soccer Has Better
Season

IAA

Two Teams Look Strong

PIZZA AND SUBS

J
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Pre-Season Warm Ups Help
Lady Lancers

Mary Jane Smith and Karen Savarese go up for the Jump.
Photo by Hokt Currlt

Catalinas Place In
Regionals
By LYNNE E. SWAN
The Catalinas (formerly the
H20 Club) are pleased to
announce the members who
participated and passed the
swimming skills test of the
National Institute of Creative
Aquatics Eastern Regionals held
at the University of Richmond

Workshop
Presented
By KAREN PARKER
Future Educators, Therapeutic
Recreation
workers,
and
physical education students
made use of the New Games
Workshop held on November 11
under the direction of Debbie
Fore, a senior physical education
student at Ixmgwood.
Fore gave students the
opportunity to not only learn
games for classroom use, but
also how to teach these games.
The games were a series of noncompetitive games basically for
the child's enjoyment. Fore
stated that 'some elementary
schools do employ a physical
education instructor to do the
P.E. program. This workshop
will give future teachers a chance
to learn ideas for their own
program."

Sp«»rts At 11 nine

Chris. Newport 7:30
Virginia
7:30

LADIES NIGHT

ii

AT THE RED LYON
Tonight and every Tuesday.
9 TO 12

GUYS
$1.00

1

Women's Basketball

PRESENTS
\\

women's gymnastics team.
Saturday night the Lady
lancers hosted the Virginians, a
club team from northern
Virginia, in a final pre-season
warm-up
The Lancers easily won the
game 57-43, but they came out
with a cold start. Neither team
could put the ball into the hoop in
the early part of the game.
With almost three minutes
gone, the Virginians scored the
first bucket. The Lancers came
back for a 24-19 lead at the half.
In the second half, Longwood
sprung a 20 point lead over the six
member Virginians, who were
tiring. The Virginians ended with
only five players on the court as
one of their starters fouled out.
The scrimmage showed that
the Lancers need to score more.
Overall the team worked
together well, even with student
teachers, Kitty Hughes and Lori
Grimm in the line-up. Still the
cagers gave up quite a few
turnovers (24).

Cagers Preview

November 3, 1979.
Congratulations to: Denise
Goody, Judy Luck, Trish King
and Barbara Roberson for
passing the novice level. Susan
Anstey and Elise McCarty
competed for the beginning level
of N.I.C.A.
The Catalinas are especially
proud of Pam Mayo and Laurie
White because their duet
qualified and was chosen to
represent us at Nationals given at
Converse College in South
Carolina next April.
The Catalinas are selling raffle
tickets for N.I.C.A. as part of an
outreach program to bring
N.I.C.A. to schools who do not
have it. Tickets are 25 cents each
and may be purchased from any
Catalina
member
until
November 17. The prize is $100.
Please support us in our program
to benefit N.I.C.A. by buying
raffle tickets.

Nov. 17
Nov. 19

Junior co-captains Linda
Pullen and Brenda Fettrow
helped their white team rally
from an early 9-2 deficit to
overtake the Blues and gain a 6248 victory in Longwood's BlueWhite women's basketball
scrimmage Monday night in
French Gymnasium.
Pullen worked inside for 18
points and eight rebounds while
Fettrow pumped in 14 points,
mostly on medium-range jump
shots off the break. The White
team moved out to a 25-18 lead at
the half and then held off a Blue
comeback before pulling away at
the end.
Freshmen Chris Romeo and
Patty Lia led the Blue attack. The
first-year cagers scored 13 points
apiece while hitting 10 of 17 shots
between them. Senior Maryjane
Smith chipped in with 9 points
and 11 rebounds.
A crowd estimated at 200
people was on hand for the
basketball clash and an earlier
exhibition by th? Lancer

LADIES FREE
UNTIL 10:00, then 50«
8:30 to 9:30 - 10« Draft
—DRIVERS LICENSE REQUIRED—

In Scrimmage
The Longwood lancer cagers players. Coaching the team is
will give a preview of the Buddy Bolding with the
upcoming season November 15 assistance of Dale Portner.
The first men's JV season will
when they stage their second
include
a 13 game schedule and
Blue-White scrimmage in French
the
Fork
Union Tournament.
Gymnasium. A junior varsity
exhibition will tip off the
proceedings at 6:30 and the
varsity is set for 8:15. No
admission will be charged.
The JV team consists of 14
freshmen and
sophomore
MEN'S JV BASKETBALL
Date
°PPonei,t
November
27 A-Virginia
29 A —Richard Bland
30 H - Richard Bland
December
3 H-St. Paul's
8 A — Bridgewater
January
18 H-Liberty Bapt.

Time
5:30
7:30
6:00

Pullen and Fettrow both
showed scoring strength again,
as Fettrow had 17 points and
Pullen 10. Smith and Lia each
added eight. In assists Fettrow
and Smith each had four.
The 5'10" Smith led the
rebounding with ten, closely
followed by Fettrow with nine.
Amy Gates had five for the night
The I^dy lancers officially
opened their season November
17, hosting Christopher Newport
at 7:30 in French Gymnasium.
The I^ancers are hoping a large
home crowd will attend.

Women's Bask el ball
21
12
23
44
31
24
11
32
25
14
45
30
34
43
35
22

Cindy Eckel
F
Theresa FerranteF
Brenda Fettrow (J
Amy Gates
P
Robyn Goff
G
lori Grimm
V,
Kitty Hughes
F
Robin Hungate F
Patty Lia
F
Connie Murray G
Sue Naughton
P
Linda Pullen
K
Chris Romeo
«1
Karen Savarese P
Maryjane Smith F
Debbie Taylor
t1

5-10
5-10

5-9
5-10

5-7
5-2
5-7
5-10

5-9
5-1
5-10
5-10

5-8
6-0
5-10

5-6

Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Fr
Sr.
Sr.
So
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr
Sr
Fr.

Varsity Bask* tba II
No
24
33
25
34
15
44
43
13
23
35
53
22
54
14

Name
Pos. Ht.
Sam Bagley
(i 5-11
James Burton G 6-1
Bob Carter
G 6-2
Steve Crowder F 6-2
Harold HatchettG 5-11
Ed Leonard
F 6-4
Pete Hofrichter G 6-3
Karl Middleton G 5-10
Tim White
G 5-!*
John Todd
F fc-:{
David Weaver G 6-2
Walt Taylor
G 6-0
Robert Fleming F 6-5
Dean La key
G 5-10

6:00
6:00

PRESS

6:00

19

H-Va.Tech

6:00

CONFERENCE

23
24
30

H-Averett
A-St. Paul's
H — Bridgewater

6:30
6:00
6:00

THURSDAY

a

Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
So.
So.
So.
Fr

31 A-Averett
February

5:45

2 A —Liberty Baptist
3 A-Va.Tech
8-9 A-FORK UNION
TOURNAMENT:
Frederick Military
Academy, Fork
Union Military
Academy, Massanutten Academy,
Longwood

5:30
2:30

12:45 P.M.

6:45

LOWER DINING HALL
*

JV players gear up for
exhibition game, pnoto by jacki* tttm
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Fawcetl's Research
(Continued from Page 2)
with nuclear scientists from
"among the best in the world"
was an edifying experience for
the professor who appreciated dn
opportunity to "begin building an
international reputation as an
experimental nuclear physicist."
A
dedicated
educator,
however, Dr. Fawcett's previous
research has included the field of
education as well. Regarding his
recent studies as more than an
opportunity for personal growth,
Fawcett recognizes the potential
benefits his experience makes
available for students interested
in research.
Noting that Longwood has what
he describes as "an outstanding
faculty," many of whom are also
engaged in active research, Dr.
Fawcett commends the quality of
his fallen educators.
Aiding in the completion of
what he considers "a tremendous
amount of work in three month's
time" Dr. Fawcett helps
perpetuate that level of quality
l)ail> Lecture
(Continued from Page 2)
discussed the uncertainty of
whether the likenesses were
genuine or not. Daily concludes
that the Fleming miniature and
Thomas Sully's portrait of
Patrick Henry seem to be the
most accurate in the statesman's
true appearance. Other pieces
shown and discussed were the
Meredith miniature, a few
sketches, the Clarkson and
Peale portraits, and the famous

Tuesday, November 13, 1979
bust of Patrick Henry done by an
Italian sculptor.
Daily concluded that the search
continues for the Patrick Henry
Foundation in the hopes of
tracking down other portraits of
Patrick Henry.
In 1977, Daily assumed his
position at Red Hill, the
authentically restored home and
grounds where Patrick Henry
lived with his family for the last
six years of his life.

Sex Seminar
(Continued from Page 5)
Human Societies". This was a
more descriptive than analytical
approach of how societies cope
with sexual morality.
Dr. Jordan stated that there
were 3,000 societies on our planet
today and that many treat the
area of sex differently than our
own western society treats it. He
used a triangle as a diagram of
the three interrelated functions of
sex in a proscribed group. These
are Sexual Taboos, Sexual
Permission
and
Sexual
Obligation. All of these factors
are present in all societies.
In describing the types of
families that exist, Dr. Jordan
gave an interesting point in that
the majority of cases, most
societies are polygamous, that is,
that there is one husband for two
or more wives. In fact, the idea of
a small, nuclear family is quite
rare in the world.
Drawing on personal research
in Africa in 1971, Dr. Jordan
talked about the way different
tribes formed groups and how the

sexual unions come about within
them. The practice of Unilfineal
relationships help to frame the
type of sexual practices within an
individual group.
Owen Norment, associate
professor . of religion from
Hampden-Sydney, spoke on
"Biblical Perspectives on
Sexuality Morality" at the
seminar.
Dr. Norment's speech dealt
objectively with the biblical view
on sexuality. He emphasized that
the Bible is not a rule book but
rather a historical narrative of a
certain people. He touched on
such points as moral authority of
the Bible and themes that relate
to sexuality, i.e.—creation,
salvation and covenant. He also
talked on controversial topics
such as premaritial sex and
homosexuality.
The
title
"Biblical
Perspectives
on
Sexual
Morality" makes the skeptical

person sigh, "Oh no, another
sermon." But Dr. Norment's
approach was a teaching view not
a
precheing
view—an
informative and enjoyable
experience.
i

Share
a trad it ion
t with
Thomas
Jefferson.

LONGWOOD ITEMS
LONGWOOD MACE PIN

$8.00

A two inch pfwttf pin of th« Moc*

LONGWOOD NOTEPAPER M .25
X singl. told sh».i»

LONGWOOD ALUMNI
COOKBOOK

$4.50

253 pogat ol r*cip«> plut
40 pogai of halpful hints

COUNTED CROSS STITCH
Saolor lontat Kit

*8.32

Saol or loner Graph

$2 08

LONGWOOD CHAIRS
Boston Rock.r

$72 80

Copiom j Cho.rs. $78.00 and $83 20
DatkCho.rj

$41 60

THESE HEWS ARE ON SALE IN AlUMNI
OFFICE 2ND FIOOR EAST RUFFNER

For All Your Floral Needs

ROCHETTE'S FLORIST
PHONE 392-4154
Christmas Gifts & Decorations,
Handmade Crafts, Much More...
HANDPAINTED SKIRTS & VISORS BY KIM
STAGHORN
FERNS MOUNTED ON

The authentic
Jefferson Cup
In 1S10. Thomas Jefferson
designed a handsome, round
bottomed drinking cup He
commissioned a Virginia
silversmith to craft eight
cups in silver lined with gold
Jefferson treasured them
highly, and bequeathed a
to his daught'
child; i
Stieff faithfully repnxluced
the eight ounce lefferson
Cup (as well as two ounce
miniatures), for you and v.
family. It is the only authentic
reproduction available truly
something to treasure and
hand down.
In sterling (with or without
gold lining) and pewter

WOOD CORN HUSK DOLLS BY PEGGY
KILGORE

POSTERS
Bring your favorite snapshot, portrait or any other
picture and have it made into a poster.

ROBERT T. FORE PHOTOGRAPHY
119 N Main St., Farmville, Va., 392-8710

FARMVILLE SHOPPING CENTER

392-4008

FARMVILLE VA

McKAY'S

CARTER'S
FLOWER SHOP

WIDE VARIETY
OF STYLISH FASHIONS FOR
MEN AND LADIES

Large Selection Of
Fraternity And Sorority
Decals, Mugs Stationary.

20

LANSCOTT GIFT
SHOP
408 High Street Farmville, Va.
OPEN MON. SAT. 9AM-5PM

THE JEWELER

■ MTU

111N MAIN STREET FARMVILLE VIRGINIA

"Gifts That Are Different"

Martin

CURIOSITY SHOPPE

CLOSED
WEDNESDAY MORNING

711 W. 3rd. St.
Farmville, Va.
"Your Flower
Headquarters"

B

/o0FF

Longwood

College Night
Tuesday
5-9
Show us your Longwood Student LD. card
and get $2.00 off any large or medium pizza.
(Pitchers of your favorite beverage available

Ptea
4iut

